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Future AILAmericans Swim At Oak Park
W.S.S.F Fund Drive Starts May 4 on Campus
Highlights to be Race, Annual Carnival

DATES REVEALED FOR CUBS, FULLERTON J.C. COANNUAL BAND FROLIC FAVORED AT NAT'L. MEET

Official opening of the 1949 World Student Service Fund drive
Twenty years have passed since
on the COP campus has been set for May 4, announced co-chairmen
John Rose and Dick Limb today. Highlights of the drive include the first Band Frolic in 1929. In
a competitive race between COP and San Jose State and the annual the years that have followed this
festive occasion, many musical
WSSF carnival.
notes, laughs, and "corny" jokes
have come from the music con
servatory.

By Don Dragoo

Capping an impressive string of lop-sided victories all season
long, the Stockton College swimming team goes into the NJ.C.A^A.
Swimming Championships as co-favorites with Fullerton Junior
College today and tomorrow. The Oak Park affair greets some 150
swimmers and fourteen schools for the most important "gold
This year's annual Band Frolic medal" meet of the year.
Coach Bill Anttila, 1949 Manager of the National Junior College
begins on Wednesday evening at
7:30 and the six best acts from Athletic Association Meet and member of the N.J.C.A.A. Ail-Ameri
this performance selected by com can selection committee, announced last Wednesday that the Junior
petent judges will participate in College Ail-American Swimmers for 1949 will be selected imme
the finals the following evening, diately following the completion of competition at Oak Park
Saturday afternoon. Three brilliant swimmers from the Stockton
Thursday, April 28, at 8:15.
College team are being billed for All-American honors: Dick Cullen
On Thursday, preceding the ward, National Junior College record holder in the 220 yard and
acts, the C.O.P. and Stockton 440 yard swim; Jon Stebbins, National record holder in the
College Band will give an hour 100 yard and 200 yard breast stroke; and Denny Pace, top Cali
concert under the direction of fornia J.C. sprint man.
Harold Heisinger.
-fPAST OLYMPIC
STAR HERE
The perpetual trophy, a prize
A1 White, double winner in the
for the best act, was won last year
1924
Olympics at Paris, will add
by Archania for their presenta
color to the great show Saturday
tion of "You'll Never Get To
afternoon with an exhibition of
An empty classroom at the University of Warsaw offers a place Heaven." The second prize is $10
the diving form that won both
and
the
third,
$5.
to study for these Polish students who have no other place to work.
the springboard and high-diving
Students like these could not go on without the help they receive
The Band Frolic is one of Pa
championships at the Paris Olym
cific's strongest traditions, and
from the WSSF.
To honor the educational ca pics. White was also the Nation
—WSSF Photo Release
the 20th anniversary show will
al A.A.U. springboard diving
reer
of its Chancellor, the College
WSSF is a relief organization student recovering in Switzerland, be bigger and better than ever.
champion ten times in a row
Admission price for students is of the Pacific will inaugurate the from 1922 through 1926. White
composed of students and profes send a gift to a student center at
annual Tully Cleon Knoles Lec will be accompanied by his son
sors of American colleges. Its one of the German universities, 60c, for adults, 75c.
tures from May 10 to 13, present for the Oak Park exhibition.
chief purpose is the assistance of or give CARE packages to a
ing
a series of five addresses by
This morning at 10 A.M. the
students and professors of uni group of students in an Austrian
Dr. Ralph Tyler Flewelling, di three meter^diving preliminaries
versities in war-devastated coun DP camp.
rector emeritus of the School of opened the 1949 N.J.C. Cham
tries. All funds raised are admin
Mills College girls raised $1500
Philosophy at the University of pionships. This afternoon at 2
istered by World Student Relief,
Southern California.
P.M. the first division of the trial
an international agency with by selling pints of their blood to
heats
will get under way. The
The
announcement
came
joint
headquarters in Geneva, Switzer a local hospital. The University
Stockton College counseling
of Hawaii has received wooden
ly from Pacific President Robert trial heats will be completed to
land.
for
next
Fall
began
Monday,
figures carved by Chinese stu
morrow at 10 A.M. Starting at 2
World Student Relief accom dents. The money raised there April 4 and will continue after the E. Burns and William D. Nietmann, Chairman of the depart P.M. today, the trial heats for the
Spring
vacation
until
May
13,
plishments have been centered on was sent back to China through
fifty yard free style, the 300 yard
ment of Philosophy.
medical care; intellectual relief; the distribution facilities of which is the deadline.
medley relay, the 220 yard free
Principal
representative
o
f
emergency food, clothing, and WSSF. Here at COP, the annual
Twelfth grade counseling
style, the 150 yard back stroke,
housing; and international proj WSSF carnival has become tra groups met on Tuesday and "Personalism" in the philosoph and the 50 yard free style semi
ects, such as rest centers, student ditional. Each living group is Thursday, April 5 and 7, for the ical world, Flewelling's lectures finals will be run off. Included
sanatoria, DP's and refugees.
asked to be prepared to enter a first times. Other sessions will will have as a general theme the in today's events will be a 3-meter
probably be called again after conflict of world cultures. He will diving exhibition.
Some colleges have raised the booth for the carnival.
contrast the art, science, literathe
Spring vacation.
Saturday morning's events in
money to "adopt" a tubercular
Also offered at the carnival
Counselors may require indi- ture, and social and ^Ugious con- clude the 100 yard free style trials,
will be a dancing and movies.
vidual students to meet during cepts of the East and West m a the 200 yard breast stroke trials,
Chairmen Limb and Rose, along
counseling group hours until they search toward common ground the 440 yard free style trials, and
Dr. Loper to Speak
with associate workers, are re
have completed the cubject lists for world understanding.
the 400 yard four-man relay trials.
Sunday, April 24, Chancellor viewing other possibilities for
(Continued on Page Two)
for
the Fall Semester.
Another 3-meter diving exhibi
Tully C. Knoles, guest speaker at securing the pledged amount.
tion is planned for the morning
Morris Chapel, will foe sponsored
performances.
by the Quonset students.
FINALS SATURDAY AT 2:30
Dr. Knoles will discuss the
The first final event of the
question "Do You Accept the Re
meet will start at 2:30 P.M. to
surrection?"
morrow. The events are listed as
Bob Schumacher of -Quonset E
follows: 300 yard medley relay,
will be student leader. Special
220 yard free style, 50 yard free
music has been planned and Ed
style, 3-meter fancy diving, 100
ward Terry, student, will be or
yard free style, 150 yard back
ganist.
stroke, 200 yard breast stroke, 440
Ellen Fallgatter, violin soloist,
yard free style, and the 400 yard
will play "Romance" by Wienfour-man relay.
Teams from Stockton College,
iawski.
Fullerton J.C., Compton J.C.,
Tuesday, April 26, Dr. Vere Lo
San Francisco City College, Los
per of the First Congressional
Angeles City College, Bakersfield
Church of Berkeley has been
J.C., Pasadena J.C., Glendale J.C.,
chosen to speak at the chapel
Muir J.C., East Los Angeles J.C.,
service.
Santa Monica J.C., San Bernar
Dr. Loper will begin a series
dino J.C., El Camino J.C., and
of 3 talks on the theme "Build
Modesto J.C. will compete in the
ing a Philosophy of Life."
Oak Park event. Stockton College,
The first subject in this series
.
rnii.trp Swimmers who are performing today and tomorrow in
Shown above are the Stoclrtor.College.Swtamj.•» ^^ ^ NyquJst pau] ^ second place team in the 1948
will be "Basic Procedure in the
N.J.C.A.A. meet, and Fullerton
Building of Your Philosophy. ™
Giovannoni, Ron -Vbert, Dick Cullenward, and Brit Smith. Back row: J.C., 1948 champions, are figured
.....
*.n
Harold
Gordon GUlom, Bob F.Bchild, Bod York, Bob dbn.noa. to be the teams to show the most
Pacific Comes Under Much
(Continued on Page Two)
Favorable Comment In The Denny Pace, and Manager Stanley Farquhar.
—By Staff Photographer

Knoles Lecture
Series Begins
May 10-13

Counseling at
Stockton College

cS

Latest "Campus" Magazine

sttbi,

lull.
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f FIRST

LADY' OPENS TONIGHT - 8:30
DORIS BLUM STARS IN TITLE ROLE

Hanna's Orchestra Plays
At Big Saturday Dance
Joe Hodson, General Chairman

Mardi Gras Queen
Requirements Set

"First Lady" opens tonight in the Pacific Theater featuring
Doris Blum in the title role, as Lucy Chase Wayne. It is a comedy of the 1949 Mardi Gras, an
Climaxing the National Junior College Swimming Champion
by George Kaufman, well-known American playwright, and his nounced the entrance require ships which begin this afternoon and end tomorrow at Oak Park
ments for the Mardi Gras queen Pool, the COP Aquatic Club is sponsoring a FSA dance tomorrowcollaborator Katherine Dayton.
race last Tuesday.
night, Saturday 23rd, from 9-12 in the COP gym.
The play originally produced
Applications will be supplied
—^ An invitation is extended to all
some ten years ago for first
by the committee, a"nd all applithe swimmers and rooters from
:
nighter audiences on Broadway
cants are asked to obtain their
the fifteen junior colleges repre
blanks from Hodson at Rhizomia.
finds itself very applicable to to
sented in the swim meet to at
Requirements set down for this
day's political scene, for the play
tend the hop as well as student
year's election include the fol
body cardholders and their guests
depicts Washington society and
lowing: queen candidates must
Sport clothes will be in order.
activity therein, which alters only
j not have been elected Mardi Gras
Next to the coming Mardi Gras
slightly through the years.
Queen or Homecoming Sweet
Ball, Saturday's dance is prom
heart; must have an F.S.A. card;
The story centers around Lucy
ised by the Aquatics to be the
and must return the application
Chase Wayne, played by Doris
most interesting occasion as alum
blank to Hodson before May 6,
ni swimmers, coaches, rooters
Blum of Santa Rosa. Miss Blum,
the first Friday in May.
from
all over California, and the
now a graduating senior is well
Information required on the ap
future swimming champions of
known for her many roles on the
plication blank includes name, j
the nation will be seen swinging
age, school address, home ad
Pacific boards. She has been
their partners to some well-known
dress, year in school, major, |
seen in "You Can't Take it With
music.
F.S.A. Card number, grade point
You,"' Tomorrow's Sun," "The
Upon the entrance to the gym,
average, organizations and activ
Glass Menageries," "Dream
the dancers will be greeted by
ities the applicant is now or has
Girl," and "Dark of the Moon."
Ross Hanna and his orchestra.
been participting in, and school
One of his features of the even
The play is to be produced
offices held. Additional require
ing will be the spotlighted appear
again on April 23, 29, and 30 with
ments are: the applicants hobbies,
DORIS BLUM
ance of the Three M's, a vocal
curtain time at 8:30 p.m.
favorite sports, and intended vo
trio which used to be known as
cation.
ROSS HANNA
The Stinkpots, but three men in I
Hollywood became popular as The1
history department from 1909 to Inkspots, which called for a non1919. Flewelling was appointed aromatic name.
CContinued from Page 1)
The Three M's is an amalgama
head of the department of philos
The inaugural Knoles Lectures ophy there in 1917. In 1929, he tion of the vocal talents of Marv
by Flewelling and others to fol became director of the school of Tripp (COP's Perry Como), Mon
low will be philosophical in a philosophy, serving until 1945 te (Benny's from Heaven) Edison,
broad sense only. Designed for when he became director emeri and Milton (King Kamehameha)
the general public and students, tus. Knoles, meanwhile, became Dick, reknowned Stockton singers
technical philosophy as such is president of the College of the who will entertain the swingsters
barred. The long range purpose Pacific at San Jose in 1919, in in such numbers as "If I Didn't
of the lectureship, according to spired and directed the move Know," "I'd Climb the Highest
Nietmann, is to provide a unified which relocated the pioneer insti Mountain," and "I Walk Alone."
Hanna's Orchestra is noted for
interpretation of fact and theory tution in Stockton in 1924, and
in the various branches o'f know continued as president until 1946, its inner Dixie Band and the
original orchestrations which
when he was named chancellor.
ledge.
Flewelling is founder and editor have made his organization one
On Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday evenings Flewelling since 1920 of THE PERSONAL- of the best bands on the Pacific
will speak in the Morris Chapel IST, quarterly journal of philo- Coast.
on the Pacific campus. One lec phy with world wide distribution.
ture will be presented for a stu He has directed development at
dent assembly Thursday morn USC of one of the most com
(Continued from Page 1)
ing, and the final address is set plete libraries of philosophy in
for Friday evening in the Pacific America and school of philosophy strength. Both teams are of
which has attracted many of the nearly equal strength in all events
Auditorium.
world's great scholars to teach except the diving competition
COLLEAGUES AT U.S.C.
Knoles and Flewelling were and conduct research. He is the where the Cubs hold the lead. A
once colleagues at U.S.C., where the author of nine ^published hot nip-and-tuck battle is in the
the former was chairman of the books,
offing for both high ranking

Lectureship Series-

Swim Meet Cont'd-

LET'S MEET AT —

PHONE 3-2346

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

BLUE DENIM SLACKS
$5.00

CABLE "T" SHIRTS

clubs.
DUCATS ON SALE
Tickets for the national event
are on sale in the Pacific Gym
office. F.S.A. card holders may
purchase tickets for the meet at
75 cents apiece. Non-student body-1
persons are charged $1.50 for
the two-day affair. Tickets for
each separate division of the
meet are also on sale. The prices:
for F.S.A. members: 25 cents for
each session, 75 cents for the
finals only; for non-card people:
50 cents for each session, $1-25
for the finals only. The 75 cent
and $1.50 tickets are good for the
entire meet.

SAVE ZOVc
Your F.S.A. Card good
for 20% discount on all

$3.50

watches, diamonds and

Calm, cool, detectable stripes . . . crisp and well-

jewelry purchased at

groofried. The just-right bias-rolled neckline is faced
with crisp pique ... the gored skirt slightly gathered

SMITH'S

for soft fullness. Woven, Sanforized, zephyr-weight
broadcloth. Exclusively Ours.

902 DON BURTON BLDG.

12.95

Any watch cleaned, re
1718 Pacific Ave.

a/itttcjo

FREE OFF-STREET PARKING

Dial 2-3202

paired

and

overhauled

w
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Singing Telegram Announces Betrothal
Of Carolyn Watts to Stan McVicker

ENID ARATA DOUG
SCOVIL
mill • upp'Atiu nil m n*M hjitw

A romance which began in Oc- ing a hat labeled Union Pacific
token turned into the real thing called upon the girls at South Hall
By way of passing a five pound
for Carolyn Watts and Stan Mc^•cker
Monday evening to hold them in box of candy to her sorority sis
A singing telegram boy wear- { susPense while singing out a story ters, Enid Arata announced her
of love to the melody of Easter engagement to Doug Scovil March
31 at Epsilon.
Parade.
Enid is the daughter of Mr. and
Carolyn, the daughter of Mrs.
Gertrude Watts of Concord, is a
sophomore at Stockton College.
Majoring in education, she plans
to obtain her credential in Febru
ary of 1951. Carolyn has been ac
tive in student activities and was
I recently elected AWS vice-presij dent for next semester.
Stan, the son of Mrs. Rhoda Mc
Vicker of Redwood City, is a post
graduate of COP and is doing his
practice teaching this semester at
Manteca High in P.E. and biology.
He was president of the Block
"P" Society last year apd also a
member of the track team.

5
CAROLYN WATTS

I Candy Tells of Troth
At South Hall
A box of candy was passed at
Tau Kappa last night announcing
the engagement of Claire Leisenring to Willis Welsh. Later in the
evening another box was passed
lit South Hall where Claire is
1 living.
Claire is the daughter of Mr.
md Mrs. C. R. Leisenring of Oak
land and is majoring in business.
Willis, an alumni of the Uni
versity of Washington, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Welsh of
Berkeley.
' The couple plans to be married
next year.

Fool's Paradise'
At South Hall
The back door of South Hall

Wedding plans are for a year
from June.

CAMPUS SOCIAL BIBLE
On Monday afternoon, the so
cial bible of the campus, Campus
magazine, will be offered to the
students and faculty for the sum
of twenty-five cents in the FSA
offices and in the Public Rela
tions office in the Administra
tion building.
Critically commenting on the
progress of California .colleges,
Campus chose College of the Pa
cific's activities for coverage in
its May issue. "Dark of the Moon"
was mentioned as one of the fin
est theatrical productions given
on the Pacific-coast.
New York's gift to Pacific in
writing ability, Dave Gerber, re
ceived favorable words for his
Herb Caen-like column, "Guys
and Gals."

Rhizites Honor New
Pledges Tonight
A dance honoring their new

was flung open on April 1st and
pledges will be held tonight by
guests were admitted to "Fool's
the brothers of Rho Lambda Phi.
Paradise", a maze of candy canes,
The theme of the dance will be
painted baloons, colorfully striped

walls, clowns blended with fool
ery, dancers, and merry-makers.
Laughable was the comedy of
Vicky Gagos and her fools from
Fool's Paradise. Featured were
explorers Kathy Hyde and Eliza
beth Penn, singers Nancy Jones
end Joan Boyer in their version
i of "Life Gets Teejus, Don't It?",
I eomic violinists Suzanne Farris,
LaVerne Krull, and Harriet Scott,
direct from the "Vile Inn"; and
comedian Carol Anderson in a
humorous monoloque.
Carolyn Watts was chairman,
•fack-in-the-box bids were de
signed by Jewel Austin. Heading
the various committees were Bon
nie Lewis, decorations; LaVerna
•VcCannon, bids; Vicky Gagos, en
tertainment; Billie Carson, re
freshments; and Irene Mattos, pa
trons.
An Economic text book and a
binder. REWARD will be given
to anyone finding this book and
binder and returning them to the
Federated Students office on the
South Campus in building P-7.

"Casba" and the dress will be
levis and pedal pushers.
Music will be furnished by a
combo from San Francisco un
less a change is made at the last
minute.
Neil Henoch is general chair
man and Eddie Kauppila is in
charge of decorations.
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .
Place your order early for
special banquets, coffee clubs
or bridge party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

ENID ARATA
Mrs. W. H. Arata of San Fran
cisco.
Doug, a member of the basket
ball and football teams, is the son
of Mrs. Audrey Scovil of San
Francisco and Mr. Scovil of Sa
linas.
Enid and Doug plan an August
wedding in the Bay City.

Engagement Told
Monday at West Hall

ABOUT CAMPUS
MU ZETA RHO
Mu Zeta- Rho will hold its first
rush event Sunday evening in the
home of Mrs. Russell Bodley,
from five to eight o'clock.
It is to be a dinner.
AVIATION CLUB
The week before Easter vaca
tion saw the first meeting of the
Pacific Aviation Club.
After picking a committee of
five—Les Manosar, Gerald Ander
son, Bob irwin, Jean Cryor, and
Bob Barnes—to scout around and
check with the other flying clubs
in town and at other universities
to gain the correct method of or
ganizing such a club, the mem
bers counted noses and made a
note of 25 people in attendance,
the majority of which were li
censed pilots.
Since there are at least 25 other
students who are interested in
flying but who couldn't attend
the last meeting, Mr. Harry O.
Schutz, faculty advisor and or
ganizer of the club, called anoth
er meeting on Tuesday, April 26,
in 222 Weber at 3:15. ..Anyone
who is interested is invited to
drop in.
NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Club held its reg
ular Tuesday meeting in Ander
son Y. Plans were made to at
tend the Newman Club meeting
at the Cathedral in Sacramento
on Sunday, April 24.
Newman Club representatives
from thirteen west coast colleges
will be present to discuss plans
which will make the club even
more interesting in the future.

SC Student Breaks
Leg Playing Ball

Announcement was made last
Monday evening at West Hall of
the engagement of Roselynn Keltner to Paul Cook.
Roselynn i§ a senior English
major taking work for both the
elementary and secondary teach
ing credentials. She is the daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Keltner
of Manteca.
Paul teaches the eighth grade
at the Ceres elementray school
and is working for a secondary
credential and a master's degree
in sociology at the College of the

Tuesday morning, Kenneth
Smith, a Stockton College stu
dent, fractured his leg playing
baseball on the SC campus.
He is now in the San Joaquin
County hospital and is reported
to be doing fine.

Pacific. He is the son of Mrs.
Anna Cook of Redlands.
The engagement was announced
informally to family and friends
at the Keltner home on Easter
Sunday.
Plans indicate a December wed
ding.

DIAMONDS...
...WEDDING

GIFTS

WM. BEERS

2047

PACIFIC

S T O C K T O N

THE END ZONE...
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
•

— Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 6-6324

|
Oar Cakes Are Made With
Swans Down Cake Floor •

" F E L L A S "
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

PACIFIC 5 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.

3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-9966

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
3200 Pacific Ave.
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

Dlal 6-6136

Pacific to Observe
YWCA Week
President Marty Lundervold
announces that April 24-30 is
YWCA Week.
Highpoints of Pacific's observ
ance of the week are a get-to
gether on Sunday, April 24, which

MARTY LUNDERVOLD
will be held upstairs at the An
derson Y Center at 4 o'clock.
All interested girls are invited;
and a cabin retreat at the Y cab
in, Hogan Dam, Friday overnight
and Saturday for all women stu
dents. They leave the campus at
5 o'clock Friday.
Edie Fincher, chairman of the
committee which is planning the
week, invites all girls to take
part—and to keep their eyes open
for posters around campus to get
further details.

GAMMA GAMMA'S FORSEE
FULL SOCIAL PROGRAM
Gamma Gamma Epsilon's social
chairman Dick Ramos has out
lined a social program for the
rest of the semester, to be inter
laced with their rushing program.
First on the semester's agenda
is a banquet which is to be held
Monday night at the El Kohber
restaurant and a picnic at Lodi
Lake on May 1. All interested
rushees are urged to contact Bob
Foote.
Jack Hall, general chairman, an
nounced that remarkable pro
gress has been made in the organ
ization, with a good cross section
of students represented.
Bill Wirt, athletic chairman an
nounced that the Gamma Gammas
will compete in intra-mural
sports, with a softball team as its
first project.
An architect has been consult
ed as to the cost and construction
of the frat house, and there are
high hopes that it will be started
by this summer.

Winifred Wilcox
Reveals Troth
Winifred Wilcox revealed her
engagement to Peter Zearbaugh
at a special housemeeting in West
Hall Tuesday night, April 19th.
"Freddie" is a sophomore so
ciology major, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Wilcox of
Redlands.
Peter is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
D. O. Zearbaugh of Memphis, Ten
nessee. He is connected with the
American Trust Bank in Stock
ton.
The wedding will be in Jan
uary.
BLOCK 'P' SOCIETY IS SPON
SORING SPORTS CARNIVAL.
WED., MAY 4- '.

"M.

;
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STOCKTON AFTER TITLE AT OAK PARK TODAY
r

Li

SPARTANS, TIGERS TO MEET
UNDER BAX. STADIUM LIGHTS
By Jim Gallagher

^

—

Visitors Get Big Social Program
Fullerton Is Team to Beat
By Bob Whitney

Outdoing themselves in extending their gracious hospitality to
Pacific's track season reaches its peak tomorrow night at Bax
the Nation's Junior College swimmers, the Stockton Cubs do not
ter Stadium, when a sulking San Jose Spartan club, eager to
care to accord themselves the character of the perfect host by allow
avenge last week's 904-0 drubbing at Stanford, roars in to do battle
ing the visitors to depart from Stockton with the National Title
with the Tigers at 7:30 p.m.
and
all the prizes and medals being awarded to the winning teams
A track and field prognostica-t
and swimmers.
tor would have to go dangerously
• Under the leadership of Don
out on a limb to predict the out
Kent an excellent social program
come of the affair, which appears
CONFERENCE CRUCIAL
is
planned for the aspiring pa(j.
to be equally as close as the Pa
dlers. Tonight following football
cific-Fresno contest, which the
films of Pacific's Great Moments
Tigers annexed by 1/3 of a point.
a mixer dance enlivened by the
On paper it would seem that
company of Pacific's prettiest
the tightest competition will come
coeds will be held at Anderson
in the 100 yard dash, where Don
By BOB HAAKER
Hall,
with admission restricted to
Hardy and Don Brooks will hook
swimmers.
up with a trio of Spartan swifties;
Sharing the conference lead
Saturday night a banquet for
the pole vault, where Ray Kring
with two other teams, Pacific is
vies with the State sophomore
out for a glean sweep of their the coaches and swimmers is to
George Mattos; and the shot put,
three-game series with the Santa be presented. Later that evening
where Duane Putnam matches
Barbara Gauchos. All clashes of the Aquatic Club is holding a
heaves with San Jose's gigantic
the Santa Barbara visit will be dance in the honor of the victor
Woody Linn.
staged on the Knoles Field dia ious and the vanquished. At the
The high hurdles looks like an
mond. This afternoon's single dance championship jackets will
other tight event, as Brooks
game and the double bill slated be awarded to the winning team.
But this is as far as Stockton's
races with San Jose's classy broth
for tomorrow will wind up the
hospitality goes. Quoting Captain
er combination, Jack and Bill
season's hostilities between the
Gene Nyquist, "We'll give these
Passey.
two schools.
guys a chance at the medals but
Give definite firsts to the Spar
Past conference performance we're going to win them."
tans in the javelin, broad jump,
Pictured above are Jon Stebbins, and Dick Cullenward, along gives the Tigers a statistical egde
Coach Anttila places a great
high jump, and discus, and credit
with
Bill
.Anttila,
Stockton
College
Swimming
Coach.
Between
over
Santa
Barbara
although
the
deal
of hope in this two national
the Tigers with points in the
quarter, half, and distances. The them Cullenward and Stebbins have broken 7 National Junior Col season is rather young to rely too record breakers, Stebbins and Cul
lege Swimming records this season.
heavily on figures alone. Each lenward. Stebbins lost to Polte in
close ones will tell the tale.
—By Staff Photographer
team has played three NCAA the Fullerton meet, and Bob
Bengal bright spots are Clem
contests,
with Pacific winning Hughes of El Camino and Bill
Cope's 1:56 half mile at Fresno,
two and dropping one. The Gau Gregg of Fullerton come within
which, coupled with Ken Butler's
chos, on the other hand, have seconds of Dick's best time.
1:59, will give Pacific a powerful
suffered two setbacks against a
Gil Parrot, Leroy Giovannoni,
1 • 2 punch in this event. Ed Ma
lone victory.
and Ron Albert hope to come
con appears untouchable in the
Until meeting San Diego in through with points in the diving
440, while Jack "Giinder" KirkBy Don Dragoo
patrick is looking better all the
Mecheem and the Lewis brothers, their first conference game, Pa as do Pace, Jiminez, and York in
cific had rolled over all collegiate the sprints; Nyquist, Smith, and
time in the mile, and may make it
Everything was beautiful in Los Fred and Bob, claim the finess of
a double tomorrow night if he Angeles except the Tennis match the Indians and should come to competition. The Aztecs used the Fairchilds in the back stroke; Joe
Tuesday of Easter Vacation week Moore and Paul Rose in the breast
has enough left for the eight-lap
es. The Trojans from Southern the fore on their own courts.
grind.
to beat mound ace, Stan McWil- stroke; and Chuck Moore, Gillin
SOUTHLAND
RESULTS—U.S.C.
California put the clamps on the
liams,
by a 6 to 3 count. The big and Ball in the distances.
Howard Stokes, Tiger quarterSingles: Bob Perez (SC) d.
Tiger's winning streak April 8th
"Fullerton will be the team to
right hander yielded seven hits,
miler and hurdler, broke 50 in the
Hank
Pfister,
6-2,
6-4;
Arnold
when they stopped the Stockton
beat"
says Bill Anttila as he eyes
while
his
team
mates
were
able
one-lap race at Fresno, and shaded
racket men, 8 to 1. U.C.L.A.'s po Saul (SC) d. Don Hamilton, 6-2,
to garnish only three against the his team's record of eight wins
24 seconds in the lows. He'll
6-2;
Straight
Clark
(SC)
d.
Clint
tent Bruins struggled and strained
hurling offered by the Aztec and one loss—to Fullerton.
score plenty against San Jose.
and finally added insult to in Arbuckle, 6-4, 6-2; John Fleitz mound staff.
NATIONALS PROGRAM
Coach Earl Jackson's boys have
(SC)
d.
Darrell
Winrich,
11-9,
5-7,
FRIDAY MORNING — 10:00 a.m.
jury on the 9th, 7 to 2.
Diving Preliminaries
the stuff, and can beat the Spar
Jumping back on the next day, FRIDAY
6-3; Jack Teal (SC) d. Bob Hall,
AFTERNOON — 2:00 p.m.
tans. If they deliver, it will be COLLINS WINS
FRIDAY
AFTERNOON, 2:00
Pacific
handed
San
Diego
a
dou
6-4, 6-2; Ted Collins (P) d. James
1. 50-yd. free style (trials)
Other than the weather, the Russell, 6-0, 6-1.
one of the brightest spots in re
ble lacing. In the first game Jer 2. 300-yd. medley relay (trials)
only thing on the beautiful side
cent Pacific track history.
3. 220-yd. free style (trials)
Doubles: Perez-Saul (SC) d. ry Haines throttled the opposition
3-meter diving
of the Tiger ledger was Ted Col Pfister-Hamilton, 6-4, 6-2; Clark- by a score of 5 to 4, with the 4.
5. 150-yd. back stroke (trials)
6.
50-yd.
free style (semi-finals)
lins' massacre of S.C.'s Jimmy Fleitz (SC) d. Arbuckle-Collins, winning run being singled home
SATURDAY MORNING
Russell, 6-0, 6-1. For the first and 6-1, 6-2; Teal-Gene Alpert (SC) d. by Jim Torvich in the ninth.
1. 100-yd. free style (trials)
2. 200-yd. breast stroke (trials)
only time so far this season, the Hall-Winrich, 7-5, 6-3.
The nightcap had all the ear 3. 440 free style (trials)
4. 3-meter diving
Tiger's doubles teams were shut U. C. L. A.
marks of a slugfest with Pacific 5. 400-yd. free style relay (trials)
out.
Bad
timing
and
very
slow
SATURDAY
AFTERNOON
After splitting a doubleheader
Single: Herb Flam (UCLA) d. outscoring San Diego by a count
1. 300-yd. medley relay
with their traditional rivals, the courts threw the Tigers far off Hank Pfister, 6-2, 4-6, 6-2; Gene of 11 to 10. McWilliams received 2. 220-yd. free style.
3. 50-yd. free style
Modesto Pirates, their last time stride _and the Trojans, used to Garrett (UCLA) d. Don Hamil credit for the win in a relief role. 4.
3 meter fancy diving
on the diamond, the Stockton their home courts,
courts, played
played their
their ton, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4; Clint Arbuckle Of the 24 hits in the game, Tiger 5. 100-yd. free style
6. 150-yd. back stroke
Cubs are ready to play
Dlav the weak best tennis of
°f 4the year against (P) d. Jack Shoemaker, 11-9, 64; batsmen had 13 of the base 7.
200 yd. breast stroke
Paciflc team"
440-yd. free style
Menlo Bears on the latter's diaDick Willner (UCLA) d. Darrell knocks. Home runs came off the 8.
9. 400-yd. free style relay
TOUGH FOR BRUINS
mond this week-end.
Winrich 6-4, 8-6; Gordon Bassett bats of Bill MacFarland and Jim
Q dif- (UCLA)
Over in Westwood *•it was a
Vastly improved team play
was
d. Bob Hall, 6-1, 7-5; Torvich, while hitting honors
piay was
noted in the Cub nine, as they won ferent story. Hank Pfister battled Phil Waterhouse (UCLA) d. Ted went to Jim Enos. The left hand
the first Modesto encounter 7-6, ^erby Flam, the Bruins nation- Collins, 6-3, 6-2.
er, in his four appearances at the
and dropped the second game 4-1 aIly ranked *°P man, three sets
Doubles: Flam-Garrett (UCLA) plate, drove in two runs on three
The annual Pacific Sports Car
against a very potent J.C. pitcher. before he Save way- Don Ham- d. Pfister-Hamilton, 7-5, 6-2; Bas- hits.
nival,
sponsored by the Block I
ilton
found
His own hurling staff finally
himself and ran Gene sett-John Tellefson (UCLA) d.
In a game preceding the San
rounding into shape, Coach Van Garrett a11 over the courts be- Arbuckle-Collins, 6-3, 3-6, 7-5; Win- Diego Series, the Tigers added Society, will be held in the Paci
Sweet feels that his mound char-!fore dr°PPing his end. Clint Ar- rich-Hall (P) d. Willner-Shoema- another CIBA team to their list fic Gym on Wednesday May 4, a
8 p.m. The evening's prograir
ges now make up the best pitch-1 buckle P«t up a brilliant fight ker, 6-3, 6-4.
of victims. The Golden Bears of will include boxing, wrestling anc
ba
a
ing staff in the league. With the' ^ ^ P M off when he dropped
Berkeley came out on the short gymnastics.
very evident improvement in the former Pacific product, Jack
end of a 4 to 2 ball game. Pacific
The heavyweight boxing matcl
Intramural
Golf
hitting department, Sweet thinks Shoemaker, 11-9, 6-4. The Darrell
used three pitchers to stiffle Cal, will find "Long John" Ward pit
Winrich
Bob
Hall
doubles
com
that the potentially powerful
with Jerry Haines getting the ted against Bugs Bettelson. The
Gets Under Way
sluggers will begin to work to the bo stopped Dick Willner and Jack
light heavyweight contestant!
best team advantage.
Shoemaker in the number three
Intramural golf gets under way
Stanford, who had dropped an will be John Kappos and Noir
Sweet states that out of his re doubles match, 6-3, 6-4, to add this week. In the next ten days
e a r l i e r d e c i s i o n t o P a c i f i c Hong. Bob Turner and Glenr
maining eight games, he expects some shine to the great after there will be three flights to
bounced
back last Tuesday, as Hueling will mix things up in the
noon.
to sweep at least seven.
establish a handicap. All scores they handed the Tigers a 11 to 5 feature middleweight bout of the
STANFORD NEXT
must be turned into Dr. Voltmer defeat. Starter, Stan McWilliams, evening.
Tomorrow the Tiger's travel to or Wayne Hardin before the play left the game in the fifth with a
ANNUAL PACIFIC SPORTS
Four other fights, an exhibi
CARNIVAL, SPONSORED
BY the Palo Alto farm to try for ers can get into the tournament. one run lead. The Indians made tion by the Pacific Gym team anc
two in a row over the Stanford As soon as the handicap is estab good use of Jerry Haines' stretch a wrestling match between "Kill
BLOCK P SOCIETY, TO BE HELD
: Indians. Earlier in the season the lished, the men will be divided of control trouble and came out er" Ken Johnson and "Jumpin'
IN GYM WEDNESDAY, MAY | Tigers stung the Indians 8 to 1
into two tournaments and the with the first CIBA win recorded John Rohde will round out the
4—8 P. M.
on the Oak Park courts. George playoffs will begin.
over Pacific this season.
evening's program.

Tigers Host
Gaucho Nine

Collins, Arbuckle in Single Wins
Trojans, Bruins Clamp Bengals

Cubs Try Menlo Field
After Pirate Split Here

ANNUAL SPORTS
CARNIVAL MAY 4
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Phil—Ins
By Guthrie

SPORTS CARNIVAL
One of the bright spots of
the Pacific sports calendar
will be the Block P Sports
carnival which will be held at
the gym on Wednesday, May
4 at 8:00 o'clock. Admission
will be 75 cents.

MERMEN VIE WITH CLUB
SWAMP ARIZONA 52-22
By Norm Ritter

The Tiger mermen easily measured the wandering water
athletes from the University of Arizona, 52-22, Tuesday afternoon
in the campus tank.
• This victory added intersectional prestige to the Tigers already
high rating among Pacific Coast
natators. Tonight they will try
to maintain their winning style
when they meet the San Fran
cisco Olympic Club at Fleishaker
pool in San Francisco.
The Kjeldsenmen enjoy a bye
this week-end in view of the Na
tional Junior College Champion
ships. Nor will they compete in
mid-week in preparation for the
San Jose State meeting Friday.
The Spartan meet will be in the
nature of a mild conference "cru
cial," if any CCAA match can
be termed a challenge to the
mighty Bengals.
Tuesday's Wildcat clash found
self-effacing Chris Kjeldsen des
perately juggling his line-up in a
gentlemanly effort to provide
less potent opposition for the in
Pictured above is Duane Puttnam, who will compete in the vading Arizonans.
weight departments when COP meets San Jose tomorrow in Bax
The Tigers jumped to a quick
ter Stadium.
lead on successive victories in
—By Staff Photographer
the 300-yard medley relay, the 50yard dash, and the 220 free style.
Wayne Lavelle captured the short
SKI TEAM ENDS
sprint — later he doubled in the
100-yard free style — and Bob
BRIGHT SEASON
Brown churned confidently to a
Stockton College won both its 2:25.5 winning time in the fur
The Delta Rhythm Boys wrote
weekend matches against Menlo long. Frank Poucher added an
finis to a great skiing season last
weekend at the University of Cal and Hartnell. The Cubs won both other victory by copping the 150matches by a 6-1 count.
yard backstroke, while Joe Wil
ifornia Vanderbilt Memorial Ski
Although the Cubs will win no son garnered second. Thus the
Meet at Donor Summit with wins
championships this year, they Tigers had a clean sweep of four
in the jumping and cross-country
have a very adequate record. wins preceding the diving.
events. Roger Wickman and Edy
They should finish third behind
Kaupilla captured two of the pos
Here again Kjeldsen played the
Modesto and San Mateo.
sible four firsts of the meet.
Since Stockton has finished the role of a genial host by placing
Wickman finished first in the major part of their season, Coach Morsie Green on the one-meter
cross-country
event which was Mason is casting envious eyes at board where he would be a more
TRACKMEN OFF TO SALINAS FOR
run over a tough three-mile a boy on his Unit I team named even match for Bob Goodman,
CONFERENCE QUALIFYING EVENTS course. The fast flying Tiger is Lupe Sanchez. This lad plays Arizona's confirmed low-board
~ —— •
-r- ,rT T1TT A "VT
A ..nirl^TTr rtf
W-l C A AVA TV OT'
A
review of lL
theA loo
teams
competing the first collegiate skier of the quite a bit of tennis and Mason diver.
By STAN KLEVAN
indicates that only Modesto and year to beat Lief Sommerset, is counting the weeks until Lupe
Green, being a novice in 1-me
With Easter vacation victories San Mateo might give Stockton California - Norwegian Exchange will be eligible for Unit II.
ter competition, conformed by
3ver Vallejo, Yancey A. C., and any trouble. Even then one or student. Edy Kaupilla finished
When Sanchez first started dropping a close match to Good
the Stanford Frosh behind them, two positions in each event is fifth in the same event followed this semester he didn't even hold man, 208-204.
the Stockton College tracksters assured.
by Bob Wilson at seventh and his racquet right. However he
In the afternoon's remaining
are concentrating their midweek
Bob McMahon at tenth. The Ti only has to be given a suggestion
events, Bill McMillin and Jack
South Campus concern is cen
workouts on tomorrow's Confer
gers wos first place in team com once and has progressed until he
Ferrill placed one-two in the 200ence Qualifications meet at Sa tered about Rayce Mason's ail petition in the cross-country.
is Number One for the Tarzans.
yard breastroke, while Don
ing leg. The injury has forced
linas.
Edy Kaupilla's two jumps to Coach Mason states that Sanchez Driggs nonchalantly swam away
Coach
Thompson
to
change
his
So many schools are competing
taled 167 feet and were by far rates right along with anyone with the quarter mile.
in the Conference that they have plans and enter his "Bullet" in
the best of the day. Wilson took but Don Jacobus on the Stockton
A COP win in the four-man rebeen divided into Northern and only the quarter-mile. But, there
fourth place with a combined College Team.
is
no
doubt
that
Mason
will
qual
lay provided stimulation to rise
Southern sections. Stockton is
leap of 153 feet and Roger Wick
and trek elsewhere for those who
entered in the latter and faces ifyhad begun to assume that such
Definites for qualification in man grabbed seventh place to put
SPORTS CARNIVAL
Modesto, Hartnell, Monterey, Menthe Tigers in second place in
winning ways might continue to
lo, San Mateo, and San Francisco. clude Jim Gallagher in the 100 team standings in the jumping
PACIFIC GYM
eternity.
The Cubs' objective in this yard dash and Lloyd Lundstrom
meet will not be directed towards in the 220. In the Vallejo meet event.
The Tigers faultered badly in
the winning of any individual "Jiffy Jim" snapped the wire in
the downhill and slalom events.
event or the meet itself. In order 10 seconds for the 100.
to qualify for the Conference
Dale Keyser and Bob Culp are The best performance in the
meet, two weeks from now, a set for the Pole Vault. High Hurd downhill was turned in by Kau
cinderman must place in the first ling Don Mahaney, as well as pilla who finished 17th. Wilson
four slots of an event at Salinas Drew and Wickman in the Dis led the Tigers in slalom with a
seventh.
tances should place.
tomorrow.
The Thompson travelers are
confident of placing their top
harriers in the equired positions.

Tomorrow afternoon in the interim between games of the Santa
Barbara-COP double-header, the Stockton Kiwanis Cluli will unveil
a plaque at the Bob Cole Memorial Baseball Diamond on Knoles
Field. The plaque was presented in the honor of the late Robert
Cole, who was one of Stockton's most enthusiastic baseball sup
porters and a Kiwanis Club member.
President Robert Burns will be on hand to officially accept the
plaque when Mrs. Cole draws aside the curtains.
The Kiwanis organization has given the school athletic depart
ment $600 to be used in erecting adequate bleachers on the afore
mentioned diamond.
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
If College of the Pacific's baseball nine can continue its present
winning ways, the officials who choose the West's representative
in the national play-offs can hardly afford to overlook the Bengal
tossers.
The Tigers have a record of 2 wins and 1 loss in the California
Collegiate Athletic Association, and if they were CIBA members,
they would be leading the league with a (4-1) standing.
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING
This Sunday the COP swimming pool will be open for recrea
tional swimming. Opening time is two o'clock with FSA card holders
being admitted without charge. Non-card holders will be required to
pay a 40 cent entrance fee. The pool will not be open tomorrow
because of the various conflicting athletic events which are sched
uled.
SPRING SPORTS
One of the brightest pictures that this institution has seen for
many seasons exists on the spring sports front. In every athletic
department the Tigers are in a position to either cop the CCAA
title or make it close.
The tennis, baseball and swimming clubs are all rated as favor
ites in their respective fields; and for the first time in several
season the Bengal track team has a good chance of capturing the
crown.
Comparative time indicates that the cinder team's chief rival,
San Jose, will be able to take them in a dual meet between the
two schools; but the conference affair may be a different story.
ROOTING SECTION
When the COP tennismen met U.C.L.A. on the Westwood courts
last week-end, College of the Pacific rooters out-shone the Uclans
in both numbers and enthusiasm. It looked as if every COP student
who lives in the southland was present, as well as about thirty
boiterous Omega Phi members who were vacationing at one of
Southern California's ocean resorts.

Watch This Corner
• LENA JOSEPHINE HAT

Every week a hit of the week
will be given*

FREE!

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !

m

•Must be claimed within week

SB
music
2001 Pacific Avenue

Menlo Hartnell Fall
Before Cub Netters
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GEORGE WILSON HI FLIPPING FROG
TO FLY THRU AIR AT JUBILEE

COP Debaters
Bring Honors

Topnotch Thinkers to Speak at
Pacific Philosophy Institute

George Wilson, the most venerable frog to represent College
of Pacific at the Calaveras Frog Jump promises to hit the distance
with discus style. Georgie has the speed that only the better frogs
College of the Pacific's four
"Although publicity on the 1949 Pacific Philosophy Institute
can attain. He has so far proven himself by doing the Big Apple representatives from the speech has only been- recently released, ninety-three of the one hundred
over the top of Colonel Hyman's chariot.
department
returned Monday, places have already been reserved," announced A. Kenton EllsApril 18, bringing honors.
worth, president of the Pacific Philosophy Club at a recent meeting
Many northern and southern"^
Doris Riggs, Jackie Kincaid,
California colleges have got wind word from San Francisco and
of the famous mythical character Salt Lake officials that every Rex Mull and Sheldon Nicolaysen
George Wilson to later learn that frog in the country is doing eales- managed not only to bring top
George Wilson exists in frog thenics in hopes of duplicating honors in their speech work, but
form. UCLA, USC, Pepperdine, the fierce pressure that George chalked up close to five thousand
Scripps, Mills, and the College of Wilson will so candidly display at miles of traveling by car through
Hard Knocks on South El Dorado the observance of worried entries. several of these United States.
The car was driven by Dean Ed
have sent out feelers in an en
College of the Pacific can well ward Betz, this year's president
deavor to find out whether or not
the Wilson amphibian will add to be proud of the vigorous little of Pi Kappa Delta Forensic Fra
boy, George, because George says ternity.
their respective faculties.
in his own inimitable croak, "It
In Waco, Texas, the group
Frog promoter Nilson says ain't candy that's going to make
that Wilson is fortunate to have me win, it's jumpin' that's going stopped of for a regional 'tourna
such a capable backer and trainer to win." Digger Murray, the ment at Baylor University. Doris
as Ernie Smith who has schooled frog's valet, commented, "George Riggs and Sheldon Nicolaysen
entered extemporaneous speak
the art of jumping until every has got rhythm."
ing and made the finals. The Wo
chili bowl in Stockton has found
men's
debate team succeeded in
it difficult to retain its contents.
It requires a very sharp ear to tying for second place.
Colonel Hyman has received hear the sound of falling prices.
The group traveled on to the
National Pi Kappa Delta Speech
Tournament in Peoria, Illinois.
Bradley University was the host. 1
Over six hundred contestants
The Institute is scheduled for at the Institute is, "What is rewere there, representing one hun the week of June 12, which comes | ally going on in international afdred and twenty-nine schools between commencement and the fairs," and that the faculty was
coming from every section of the first summer session, and is to recruited from among topnotch
States.
be held at Lake Tahoe. One or thinkers in the United States.
Rex Mull was awarded a "Su two units may be earned. Board,
Tuesday, April 19, has been set
perior" rating in the discussion room and tuition is as low as $40. as the first date for screening
rounds and an "Excellent" rat GI benefits are also available.
early applications.
ing in Oratory. Although the rest
Advance applications already
Ellsworth explained to the club
of the group was rated lower that the question to be studied received come from Arizona,
than Rex, both Sheldon Nicolay
New Mexico, Colorado, and Ne
sen and Doris Riggs received the
vada, plus those from California.
In all, the four students man
ratings of "Excellent" in Extem
Ellsworth urges all C.O.P. and
aged to bring back to CQP the
poraneous.
S.C. students who are interested
Jackie Kincaid missed a "Good" honors in speech work of which to sign' up soon at the Philosophy
rating in discussion by a mere they can be proud.
Department in Bannister Hall.
The group had been coached
two points.
by Mr. Charles Guss, head of the
Speech Department.
GIFTS
SILVER
Their average may be classed
as unusually good, as the "Su
M. Friedberger & Co.
NOSEGAY FRESH .
perior" rating was given only to
Next Thursday, April 28, nom
339 E. MAIN ST.
those in the top 10% and the "Ex inations will be open for FSA
A N D O U R S ALONE
cellent" rating to those in the officers.
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
next 20% classed.
In order to nominate or be

tarnations for FSA
Officers Open Thurs.

When on the Avenue
STOP FOR A SNACK
AT THE
1928 Pacific Avenue

IN

Phone 7-7095

S T O C K !

A Complete Line of:
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —

THE PABCO PAINT STORE

230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

Phone 3-7947

nominated for offices of direc
tors or treasurers of Units III or
II you must be a high Junior or
high Sophomore.
The Campaign speeches of the
two top positions and the voting
introductions on the remaining
nominees will take place on May
5, voting May 6.
In case of ties, the runoff vot
ing will be held May 10, and the
newly elected director of Unit III
will leave the following Wednes
day for the National convention
of Student Body officers.
A complete list of campaign
rules are available today in the
FSA offices.
Why try to make men wear
hats??
World conditions call for cool
heads!
A

FOR All VISITORS TO

CALIFORNIA

WORLD-FAMOUS 2V* MIIUON DOLLAR EARLY CALIFORNIA
HACIENDA WHERE KINGS. QUEENS HAVE BEEN ENTERTAINED

^an^€4t and fiofiuUr Vude

uTCS.

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING 9i30 KSPO "DUDE RANCH
BREAKFAST" AND RADIO SHOW. LUNCHEON, DINNER,
COCKTAILS, SWIM, DANCE, RIDE. WRITE VACATION FOLDER.

Rae Mar's Pitolay dale dress with
floral lace inserts on bodice and flar
ing skirt is fresh as a bouquet. In
white and pastel colors, perfect for
graduation. Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Old rPeattf £a*e4 > niASANm

DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
For That Spring Wedding

TELEPHONE 3-4952

Pick Up and Delivery"

4 Hour Emergency Service"
Pacific at Walnut

CALIF.

. . . BEAUTIFUL . . .

BRIDE'S BOOKS
•

Walter's House
of Gifts
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STUDENTS! VOTE TUESDAY ON
REVISIONS TO F.S.A. CONSTITUTION
Tuesday, April 26, from 9:00
A.M. to 4:00 P.M. all F.S.A. hold
ers will have the opportunity to
show their interest in their student.government program by vot
ing on the proposed constitution
revisions. Polling places will be
situated in front of the Federated
Offices of the Student Union
building, and on the South Cam
pus in the Federated Business of
fice in P. 7.
The suggested pro-positions are
the ones that were approved by
the Senate as suggested by the
Consitution Revision Committee.
These propositions cover the ma
jor changes in the constitution,
and a few minor editorial errors.
At this point it is very neces
sary to understand that the con
stitution is so set up, as provided
by proposition seven, that if one
revision is defeated the Senate
has the power to change the con
stitution to that effect.
Approval indications will be
either yes or no. The results will
be announced at the nomination
assembly Thursday and published
in the Weekly Friday.
Two industrious student-gov

ernment-conscious art majors, committee to coordinate Units
Bob Wilson and Willard Cotton, I and II and one committee to cohave constructed dual polling ordinate Units II and III. These
booths that are painted orange committees shall be composed of
and will be placed in front of members of the respective unit
the F.S.A. offices.
councils.
These long needed portable Proposition 4.
booths are constructed of ply- j To create an executive commit
wood antf cost a. total of twelve tee of the Senate which shall be
dollars.
composed of the executive offi
Propositions to be on the bal cers of the Federation and shall
lot for the special student elec act as a steering group between
tion April 26.
meetings of the Senate.
Proposition 1.
(a) The Publications Commis Proposition 5.
To do away with the Publica
sioner shall be appointed instead
tions Committee and to put the
of elected.
supervision of publications di
(b) The Commissioner of
rectly under the Senate through
Drives shall be appointed instead
the Publications Commissioners.
of elected.
(c) The Commissioner of Or Proposition 6.
To make this constitution a per
ganizations shall be appointed in
manent one. (The constitution
stead of elected.
ths past year has been on an in
Proposition 2.
The officers of each unit shall I,terim basis and this would ratify
be elected by the members of it on a permanent basis.)
that unit at the time of the elec Proposition 7.
To empower the Senate to make
tion.
any changes, editorial or major,
Proposition 3.
The Executive Cabinet shall be in the constitution to make It
replaced by the Coordinating agree with such of these propo
Committees. There shall be one sitions as are accepted.

fMagic

Flute' to be Presented
May 5, 7; Underwood to Direct
By Maralyn Woodall

Just two weeks from now you will have the opportunity of
seeing and "hearing a performance of "The Magic Flute."
You won't have to charter a bus or look up Miss Short to get
your ticket. You don't need to take a day off to go to the city.
You won't have to go out of town at all. The performance will
take place in COP'S own auditorium. Within its sky-blue walls, the
students of Dr. Underwood's opera class will unfold this great
music fantasy.
,
.
—• in this age when the "musical
is rapidly becoming the American
version of the opera, we are as
sured by rehearsal observers that
even the most ordent "Kiss Me
Kate" enthusiasts will thoroughly
Preparations for this years enjoy tWs lagt opera of Mozart's.
HHt
aquacade to be given May 10 and There really isn't as much differ
11 in the Pacific Pool, and May ence between these two forms as
13 and 14 at Oak Park, are rapid you might think. In the days
ly nearing completion.
when these operas were com
Appearing in this water spec posed, the audiences regarded
tacle will be 50 students and sev them much as we do today's mueral guests including Zoe Ann sicals. The composers would
Olsen, Margaret Hayes, Patsy skillfully slip into the dialogue
Elsener and Barbara Jensen.
current sayings about social and
Mrs. Helen Hall, so well re- political matters which the peo
membered for her outstanding ple would recognize.
The operas remain the same,
performances in previous shows,
will do a water duet with Freddie though some of the meanings are
Chinchiolo, and negotiations are not as obvious as in its time (for
being made with Buddy De Sylva instance, Mozart's defense of free
and his combo, who are expected masonry in the days when it was
under attack), just as some of the
to supply the orchestrations.
Ruth Cunningham and stage meanings of our musicals will be
director Tom Shoemaker are col obscure when they are as old as
laborating on the program, while Mozart's operas. However, the
Work is steadily being done on the new modern Stockton Pat Paris and Buzz Fornaciari Magic Flute'" Is still good, en
College gymnasium on South Campus. The new gym dressing will work together on scenery. tertaining and meaningful theater.
And, of course, the important
rooms, located west of the vocational shops and study buildings, Mrs. Furth, of Stockton, has
thing
Is the music. If our musi
are scheduled to be ready for use by the fall semester.
charge of floral arrangements.
cals have music in them that will
The above mentioned unit Is but one of the five planned. The
The luminous suits to be used
others are men's gym, women's gym, swimming pool, and classroom are being donated by the Brown last, they will continue to be re
membered, so time tells us.
space.
'
House.
Mozart's operas are still being
There is a possibility that the performed and cherished, though
Plans for completing the whole*'
five units are as yet indefinite floors with a cove base, an in show will travel to Napa to do a its first performance took place
because of insufficient funds, ac tricate but practical water con benefit performance for the train one hundred and fifty-eight years
cording to Mr. Andrew P. Hill, trol system, and a drying system ing of seeing-eye dogs.
ago. So we are all urged by those
Superintendent of Schools. Mr. that will dry the clothes kept in
who have watched preparations
Hill hopes that a state appropria the lockers each day. These
for "The Magic Flute" to be sure
tion will eventually come through rooms are well lighted, sanitary,
to reserve either May 5 (evening)
and airy in appearance.
to aid in the completion.
or May 7 (matinee) to see the
production.
Benches are provided in both
The dressing rooms are de
The Pacific Theater will pre
signed to accomodate 4,000 stu locker rooms for physical educa
dents. The women's quarters con tion students to sit on. Other sent a repertory theater during
tain a main dressing room, lock conveniences will include water the ten week summer session,
er room, toilet facilities, shower fountains and waste receptacles tieginning June 21. Six units of
room, storeroom, laundry unit, which will be properly distributed credit will be offered each ses
The appointment of persons to
an office for the instructors. around the room. Sloping shower sion with one course, American
the
newly formed Collegiate
There will also be a dressing and dressing room floors will Repertory Theater Methods sub
Council for the UN was the main
room and shower room for fe make it possible for the rooms to ject to repeat, giving a total of
be adequately hosed out, and will twelve units If both sessions are business brought up before the
male faculty members.
members of the International Re
help
to keep the threat of foot attended.
A narrow piece of building ex
lations Club last Monday.
The
courses
will
include
—
Ad
tending outward will be used tem disease in check.
Those chosen to be on the Pa
porarily for teachers' offices but
The lockers will have a baked vanced Stage Craft, Lighting cific edition of this national or
Techniques,
Play
Production,
will eventually become a kitchen enamel finish, be light green in
ganization are Rosemarie Lagriette opening into the girls' play color, and will match the color Modern Tributary Production, and mas, George Stokes, John Ng,
American
Repertory
Theater
ing of the walls. Each shower
ing room.
Methods. They will be offered at Tom Besha, Noori Ibrahim and
The facilities on the men's side room will have a door leading to
Bob Wellington. Through these
$75.00 per session.
include the main locker and dress the swimming pool.
All plays will be presented in committees the UN hopes to ac
ing room, in season and out of
Mr. Hill emphasized that the repertory fashion, following the quaint the colleges and universi
trainer's room
room ^ authorities in this type of
season storage, a trainees
alternation principle: First Week ties of the nation with the func
with special lockers, an office o construction have lx^n consulted —play 3: Second Week—play B; tions of the UN.
faculty members, a towel supply
The club hopes to send a dele
order fo hayp (he most effl.
Third Week — play C; Fourth
J
TV*
V1Q1T1 nfT
_
room, a drying
room,
aQ visiting
cient and convenient facilities.
Week—play A; Fifth Week — gate to the national convention to
team room, and a main shower
be held June 19-25.
No expense has been spared in play C.
A COP student, Edward Rosas,
room.
Plays
done
during
the
second
making these conditions as clean
is now attending a national con
Both the men's and women's
session
will
continue
in
much
the
and sanitary as possible.
shower rooms have sanitary tile
same order, therefore actors per vention of IRC clubs being held
forming in one show will be re in Denver, Colorado, as the offi
hearsing in another. It Is desired cial representative of the North
vice will be the remote truck Anderson Elected
that students will attend the full California and Nevada area.
used in the short wave broad A.W.S. President
Accompanying him are Arab
ten weeks as they will then have
casts from D.V.
Hashem, attending as an observer
itti bvThe re
Shirley Anderson was elected experience in six plays.
REMOTE
™
h president of the Associated WoFour of the six plays will be under his scholarship from the
mote station, not c
^ men Students at the elections presented in the downstairs stu Arabian Oil Company, and Mr.
1
their D.V. su®ce^'
.f held April 7. Mary Ann Ferguson dio theatre, while two will be and Mrs. Gordon Ingleston, pub
licity chairman and corresponding
underway to broac
wgs elected first vice-president, produced on the main stage.
matches and the '
Ioe„ Carolyn Watts second vice-presiThe summer theater season secretary respectively.
Applications for the student to
parade. And ultJ*
"n * M
dent, Pat Rohrbough recording will accent comedy for the pur
Hodson as the kingpin in M.O.
d HUda Wunderlich
pose of developing acting tech be exchanged with a German na
affairs this year, the parade ought
™etary.
niques. Three of the shows al tional will be released as soon as
to be a broadcast dream.
ready scheduled: "The Guards possible in the Weekly.
SHORT NEWS: The radio boys | The new prexy and Lois Ta^
man," "Black Eyed Susan," and
will broadcast the National J.C. cott, past president attend*! "The Beggar's Opera" will be di
LOST
swimming meet April 23rd at Oak j over the Easter vacation the naPair horn rimmed reading
rected by Tony Reid; the three to
Park — the COP vs. SJC track tional convention of the I-AAV.S.
be directed by De Marcus Brown glasses. If found please phone
meet in Baxter Stadium - three held at the University of New
3-4134.
are as yet undecided.
baseball games this weekend —, Mexico.

Plans Being Completed
For Annual Aquacade

S.C. BUILDS A MODERN GYM

By Bob Huth
A SUCCESS: Operation Death
Valley returned last weekend
from the Death Valley Expedition
a tired, sunburned, but happy
crew as success was the result
of the action. The remote unit,
broadcasting sometimes from as
far as 300 miles, was picked up
clearly in private homes around
town. The twist to the operation
was that Radio Quonset, the home
station, couldn't pick up too many
of the broadcasts because of
technical difficulties.
The highlight of the trip, ac
cording to John Crabbe, was the
recording, for the VERY FIRST
time, of Death Valley Scotty's
voice and organ music from his
music room. While D. V. Scotty
is not too well-known around here
— he's quite a legend down south.
The recordings will be broadcast
at a future date over KCVN and
KAEO. The experiment was put
to its severest test as most big
station remote units only broad
cast from 25 to 30 miles.
But the unit, always trying to
do one better, went to the limit
and broadcasted from 300 miles
out. The remote truck was even
used at one time for an ambu
lance when it transported some
70 or 80 miles the three students
injured in an automobile acci
dent. With the technical diffi
culties being ironed out, these
guys are liable to be broadcasting
from the moon someday.
HEY, ADMINISTRATION: You
people in the front office ought
to give some kind of a medal or
something to the people over in
Radio Quonset for the way
they're making the radio depart
ment the finest in the nation.
How many other schools have
tried an operation such as they
did last week?
DID YOU KNOW: I didn't
know until this week that Radio
Quonset, with the granting of a
license by the FCC, is now
THREE stations. The third sta
tion in the Broadcast Relay Ser-

Courses in Repertory
Theater Are Offered

% Students Appointed
To Serve I.R.C. Council
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Mission Tour Beauty Spots Visited

GUYS 'n GALS
By David Gerber

According to reports comW in
COP's Easter Vacation was fah?'
Lillian Juanitas
—
Editor
Ions. In fact the repercusgio^
Norm
Ritter....
A U IU1 «rltehrT
« ~w
— —Business Manager
were felt throughout the Nn
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison
Faculty Advisors
West during that time. Ther
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
were
a lot of lilies during that
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
time . . .
Doug Brodie
—
Associate Editor
The Death Valley trip Was
Jack Francis
—
- News and Copy Editor
Marvin Morganti
—
Drama Editor
huge success and involved such
Lilly Blickle
Society Editor
Felisa Capillo
shenanigans as Dr. Waldo J0
Feature Editor
Eileen Eddy
—
—: - Stockton College Editor
Hodson, and Lou Gartner throw6
Phil Guthrie
—
Sports Editor
Ed Powell
7,7, - ** —\
-r
- Assistant Sports Editor
ing
Dean Monroe high into the
TOal
Photographers
air, and saw her land with a thud
—
Cartoonist
Sue Thomson .—
Club
in a pool of water.
COLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don
Mr. Sweetman, Supervisor 0f
Dragoo, Ed Powell.
Sacramento City Schools, was
REPORTERS—Norm Ritter, Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
taught the song "Any Ice To
Rob Haaker, Don Dragoo, Stan Klevan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
SANTA CLARA
SAN CARLOS
Blackburn, Chick Chidester, Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill,
day," by Annette Rosenthal
Se?n». ir 1. Sue Thomson, Richard Turner, Irene Mattos, Neil Dollarhide, Eloine
For five days of the Easter
All during the tour local lec Jeannette Bernardico and Nancy
Ralph, Marilyn Piatt, R. Sumner Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, Bill Sanford
Rodney La Rocque, Tino Venzor, Bob Whitney.
vacation a party of 41 persons tures were supplied by "padres," Atherton. However, he swapped
traveled down the aged trail of curaters and rangers. Tour mem them some good stories for it To
the
21 Missions, studying the bers voted Brother James, a cu- top all "Can You Top This?" qUes.
Heads and Tales
Letters to Editor
Spanish and Mexican periods of rater at Mission San Fernando, as •tions, Rhizomia guys were
Letter to the editor:
California history.
BY E. BORROR
the most popular lecturer for his thanked by Dr. Bawden for their
Many of the eastern colleges
Led by Tour Director Rockwell touches of Irish humor.
fine help.
An unusual event happened in have a system whereby students D. Hunt and associate G. A.
Overnight stops were made at
All in all it was a great trip
the Cabinet meeting Monday do not have to spend Easter Sun Werner, the group began their
night: Mr. Morgan, renting the day on the train or buses in or tour at Sonoma. There, they made San Jose, Monterey, Santa Maria, not to be forgotten so easily
Student Union Barber Shop, ex der to be in class Monday morn a study of the Bear Flag incident San Diego, and Pasadena. On Fri Shades of the 20 Mule Borax
pressed the feeling that beyond ing. It is a shame that students and the Vallejo State Monument. day, April 15, the group headed team . . .
for home in their chartered Santa
the convenience of having a bar can not spend Easter Sunday with
At home the topper belongs to
In traveling down the coast,
Fe Trailways bus.
ber shop on campus he had not their family.
Ross Hanna, Milton Dick, and
greatest concentration of survey
actually increased the Student I think that students travel long was made on the Southern mis
Everyone agreed that the wea Bob Vranken who, after playing
Union functions. Consequently, distances will agree with me that sions because of the better facili ther for the trip remained ex at a dance, decided to go sailing
he has offered to remit 10% of it would be more convenient to ties there. Northern missions cellent throughout. Luckily, no in Bob's boat. Their spirits were
his net income after the time his have the Monday after the Holi were mostly neglected in restora accidents or sicknesses were re high and they brought along a
equipment and installment bills day off than to get out of school tion. The most dismal of the mis ported, not even a minor head case of beverages to ease the
are paid.
one or two days earlier in June. sions was at Soledad where only ache.
thirst of sailing. Off Dad's Point
E. Ralph
A committee will be appointed
Dr. Werner has already re our three sailor lads got fouled up
the outline of the ruins can still
to investigate possible expendi
ceived an application for next with the riggings and over went
be seen.
3. Compulsion for low Fresh
ture of the fund and a means of
At Mission San Antonio the year's tour. He attributes this to the boat.
showing FSA gratitude to Mr. men
Hanna was holding on to the
Church is engaged in a $1,000,000 the long waiting list left after
4. Use of school songs
Morgan.
keel, Vranken also was holding on
restoration program. Also being the 31 applicants were chosen.
5. Assemblies held only when built is a school for lay workers.
The Conference Room in the
"Prospects for an annual event for dear life when they noticed
Student Union may soon be fur worthy talent is available. (Not The finest location was judged are seen," stated Dr. Werner, "a their case slipping into the water.
nished with thirty folding steel necessarily regular, therefore.) the Mission San Juan Baptiste, pleasant way of surveying a per Immediately up went the cry from
6. Investigation for possible near Hollister.
Dick to save the case. Despite
chairs and with photographs of
iod of California history."
change
in hour for assembly
being in the middle of Stockton
Student Body officers from year
7. Assembly time shortened if a
to year.
Channel, thoroughly drenched,
better time cannot be found
with a good sailboat capsized,
Voting on the new revised con
The Aquatic Club dance spon
they had smiles of victory on
stitution takes place Tuesday of
sored by the FSA will open at
By Jerry Mullin
their faces as they saved their
next week. Bring your student
nine
Saturday
night
and
last
until
precious cargo.
body cards and VOTE.
Resting
restfuls,
this
must
twelve or later. Those attending
Elliott Taylor, head of the Col
They say Beer is the poor man's
Application blanks for the use the track meet are also welcome. cease. Vacation is at an end;
lege
of the Pacific Placement champagne, in that case, the lads
of the Conference Room must Ross Hanna's orchestra and the work is here. Just to show you
who went to Balboa could have
now be filled out in the Deans' Three M's should keep the gym I believe in it, I'm even turning Bureau, urges all students who
my copy in on time. Grateful wish to use the Bureau's services launched the whole United States
offices before conferences can be busy later than twelve.
Navy.
held.
The meeting broke up in readers will or will not welcome in locating positions following
Capt. John McCandless, Gill
my
return.
Bigger and better assembles formally.
graduation to sign up at once and Sells, and Tom Bandolin met
were insured by the Student Af
Excellence par is the only lan start the preparation of the ne some L.A. gals who had them as
fairs recommendation adopted
guage to describe First Lady's
guests on their 65 ft. sloop. How
Monday night. These were the Information Available first lady, Doris Blum. Being cessary papers.
fabulous can you get?
suggestions:
Many requests are already be
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles is lucky enough to catch her in re
Ken Mork on one of the trips
1. Better publicity
again representative of Rhodes hearsals, I speak from the eye of ing received from potential em heard the term "Jib," and told the
2. Promptness in beginning and Scholarships of the College of the an experienced observer. If you ployers and especially from
gals, "Yes, I heard of that dance."
closing
doubt me, or even if you agree, school districts for information Jack Badarocco was at the RenPacific.
go see and judge for yourself.
concerning the supply of trained devoux Dance Hall so much that
Underneath the main stage, the persons available for employ he was mistaken for one of the
studio theatre is in full produc ment this summer and fall. Tay band.
tion with the first rehearsals of
In Los Angeles, Louise Holler
. . . B y T E D T O O M A Y Eugene O'Neil's "Long Voyage lor stated that many of the school
superintendents are already mak had about 25 C.O.P. lads, includ
Home" series of one acts. The ing appointments to come to the ing the tennis team, at her house
three selected by student director, campus to interview prospective for an after-game gathering. It
Virginia Allen, are "lie," "In The teachers for all levels and kinds was a perfect beginning for a
Zone," and "Journey From Car of preparation.
week's holiday. There's nothing
diff."'
like
a refrigerator in a play room.
To make it possible for the of
Now returned from their 15GAL OF THE WEEK — The
fice
to
render
the
best
possible
day trip is a very weary but
Greeks had a word for it and
happy A Cappella Choir. During service, students should plan to they showed it in their sculpture.
start
their
files
immediately
this 15-day jaunt from as far
Our word for it is Carolyn How
south as Palo Alto and as far Taylor said. The placement of ard, the tall statuesque beauty
fice
is
located
in
Room
105
Ad
north as Vancouver, Washington,
with the freckled face and red
they managed to do 29 concerts. ministration Building and is open hair. Carolyn could get a whistle
daily.
Not content with the average
out of a giraffe and have him
figures, they have to do four (4)
stretch his neck out of joint
in one day; one in Oakland, two Wednesday and Thursday for the while doing it.
in Piedmont, and one in Santa band frolic. Break out your ear
Though her folks now reside in
Rosa. Even on a statistical re trumpet grandma, next week is New York our Gal originally
musical' week.
port they look good.
came from San Francisco and is
Interest runs high as the date
Now, before I go, one last plug currently a sophomore, majoring
of the band frolic approaches. shall be rendered for "First in dramatics. She's a West Hall
Eager snoopers trying to weigh Lady." Being seen in his first resident who likes bowling, mu
their chances ask in their very major upstairs role will be Bob sic and dancing and draws carica
naivest manner, "What are you "Basketball" Thomas, who is tures for a hobby.
going to do?"
guaranteed to draw his share of
Her statistics would put a busi
One, two, three, four nights of judge, Bob comes forth with a ness book to shame with her
music is the order for next week performance that helps keep an height of 5'8" and 135 pounds
with student recital on Monday, already fine show even finer. See neatly fitted together with a Ve
"Better run only straightaways from now on, Jim.
senior recital on Tuesday, and you there opening night.
nus-like quality.

Going Mad

THIS IS COLLEGE

Sign-up for Positions
Urged by Taylor

